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CMOS is a technology that has been around for many years. Because of its low cost
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there will be a time when current technology will not be improved any further for
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however more fragile than before. That is, because having more than two states per
cell tends to have a higher probability for misinterpretations than in binary systems.
Also, it is harder to determine the original state after an eventual error.
In some practical areas, however, errors might be acceptable to a certain level. For
example, if the error results in a misclassified point in a data mining operation, 100
wrong pixels during a full HD movie or one slightly wrong color hue in a picture, this
might be a good trade-off for significant gains in energy efficiency.
The aim of this thesis is to classify certain data as ”approximate" and ”precise", using a
memory model to distinguish these in cache- and main memory. By simulating the
according behavior and letting errors be introduced during runtime to the
approximate data, one may draw conclusions how error resilient different types of
run code are.
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by letting parts of the program be approximate and that some applications shows high
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Sammanfattning
CMOS-teknologi har funnits i många år. På grund av låg kostnad och
hög tillgänglighet är denna mycket optimerad och det allra mest använda
alternativet för datorer av idag. Eftersom CMOS dock har nackdelen att
endast kunna hantera binärt data och att man i framtiden inte kommer
att utveckla nuvarande teknologi ytterligare av såväl tekniska som ekonomiska skäl, är ett effektivt alternativ att använda sig av andra transistorteknologier, i vilka man kan spara fler än två tillstånd per minnescell. Ett
sådant tillvägagångssätt är dock mer bräckligt än tidigare – dels för att
fler tillstånd per cell tenderar till att ha högre sannolikhet för feltolkningar
av sparat data än binära system, dels för att det är svårare att avgöra
vilket originaltillstånd cellen hade vid eventuella fel.
I vissa praktiska fall skulle dock sådana fel kunna accepteras till en viss
grad. Exempelvis: om felet resulterar i en felaktigt klassad datapunkt inom
informationsutvinning, 100 felaktiga pixlar i en hel HD-film eller en något
avvikande färgnyans i en bild, så skulle detta kunna vara ett godtagbart
utbyte, om detta samtidigt leder till högre energieffektivitet.
Målet med detta examensarbete är att klassificera data som “approximativt” (eng. “approximate”) respektive “exakt” (eng. “precise”) och, med
hjälp av en minnesmodell, särskilja dessa i cache och huvudminne. Genom
att simulera gängse beteende för en sådan modell samt införa fel i data
klassificerat som approximativt under körningen av ett program, kan man
dra slutsatser om hur feltolerant olika typer av exekverad kod är.
Resultat från simulerade applikationer, visar att upp till 17.08% energi
kan sparas i cachen genom att låta delar av kod och data vara approximativa, samt att olika applikationer visar på en högre grad av feltolerans i
approximativa miljöer.
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its low cost and high availability, it is highly optimized and the most used
transistor alternative for computers. As CMOS has the drawback of only
being able to store binary data and as there will be a time when current
technology will not be improved any further for technical or economical
reasons, one efficient alternative is to use other transistor technologies that
are able to store more than two states per cell. Doing so is however more
fragile than before. That is, because having more than two states per cell
tends to have a higher probability for misinterpretations than in binary
systems. Also, it is harder to determine the original state after an eventual
error.
In some practical areas, however, errors might be acceptable to a certain
level. For example, if the error results in a misclassified point in a data
mining operation, 100 wrong pixels during a full HD movie or one slightly
wrong color hue in a picture, this might be a good trade-off for significant
gains in energy efficiency.
The aim of this thesis is to classify certain data as “approximate” and
“precise”, using a memory model to distinguish these in cache- and main
memory. By simulating the according behavior and letting errors be introduced during runtime to the approximate data, one may draw conclusions
how error resilient different types of run code are.
Results show that for simulated applications, up to 17.08% cache power
can be saved by letting parts of the program be approximate and that some
applications shows high error resilience in approximate environments.
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1

Introduction

Since the power wall, the world of computer architectures took a new turn for
increasing computing performance. The problem emerged from the fact that
adding more power to increase clock frequency is way too costly, both in terms
of actually supplying the energy needed and to cool down the emitted heat
thereof. Therefore: gone are the days when one could only wait for another
generation of processors with a higher clock rate to gain speedups. Still, industry
seems to have been keeping Moore’s law intact and one wants naturally to make
use of the ever growing number of constructed transistors per unit of area. Thus,
if programs cannot run faster at a higher clock speed, one may possibly let
different parts the program execute on two separate chips instead. Consequently,
programs would now have to be optimized in a way where more instructions are
processed independently per cycle, i.e., concurrency. The result of this move is
that the task of gaining speedups is to efficiently make use of as many available
transistors as possible – a burden often for software developers to solve [1].
The progress of computer memories has however not followed the same path as
CPU progress. As seen in Figure 1, CPU development has resulted in great gains
over the years, while memory performance shows relatively small progression
because of several reasons. First of all, while the computational load has been
split into multiple cores, the loaded and stored data by one core still needs to
be be visible to the others at some point, i.e., all cores shares the same main
memory. Furthermore, physical restriction in computer buses gets more loaded
as more cores creates greater amounts of coherent traffic on the lines, which adds
more complexity to solve. Finally, capacity and price has been prioritized over
speed when it comes to memory, compared to CPUs.

Figure 1: CPU- vs memory progress over time. Data from Hennessy and Patterson [2]
While CMOS transistors have proved to be cheap and successful candidates
when implementing different architectures over the years, one can see nowadays
that this binary technique will, for not too long, reach the far end of further
improvement. As these transistors have been smaller and smaller over the years,
3

there is first of all the obvious problem when transistor sizes cannot be physically
decreased any further, but also that they are more sensitive to different physical
impact, both externally and related to each other, as they get closer. Similarly,
memories have also decreased in size over the years and current technology will
suffer from likewise limitations.
This has raised demands to find new technologies with the goal to either
replace or at least be a complement to current CMOS technology. Also, power
efficiency, i.e., doing more effective work per unit of energy, is of the essence to
gain performance in the future.

1.1

Energy efficiency and approximate computing

Approximate computing, also referred to as “Error tolerant computing” [3], is a
relatively new paradigm that has risen for special demands. A short description
of approximate computing is to relax data precision and/or tolerate some level
of loss of data quality to gain energy efficiency.
During operations, there are multiple causes of errors that may be introduced.
Such errors can be classified in two groups: soft errors, that are unwanted upsets
caused without any implications that the running hardware is any less reliable
than before observing the error and hard errors, which persists even when, e.g.,
rebooting a computer. Hard errors are mostly due to faulty hardware. During
computations and memory transactions, much energy is spent keeping data intact
over several different causes of errors. An example of such a procedure is DRAM
refreshing, where stored contents must be periodically refreshed over some time
intervals to prevent data corruption [4]. Another common case is the use of
Error Correcting Codes [5], that may detect or even correct one or more found
bit errors. These kind of security measures comes with good reason, as studies
has shown that more than 50% single-event errors are masked by underlying
correction methods [6].
While the importance of not corrupting certain data is clear, one may ask
however: must all data always be intact, or are there specific kinds of data
where it does not matter if there are small portions of quality loss involved? If
so, many power demanding mechanisms to keep data precision could potentially
be relaxed to some level, or even skipped entirely, resulting in improved power
efficiency per unit of data. Thus, as in terms of approximate computing, one
could therefore accept some rate of errors on the data, i.e., doing a trade-off for
some tolerable level of missing accuracy in favor of getting improved power- and
energy efficiency [7].
As approximate computing is a paradigm that still leaves some issues for
further investigation, there is currently no common definition what really defines
the term. A concept that together describes approximate computing, however,
is to show measures of fault tolerance that by the nature of the underlying
architecture, running applications and processed data allows for improved energy
efficiency. Li and Yeung proposes the term “Soft computing”, together with a few
metrical definitions, as computations that may be erroneous numerically, but are
still tolerable in terms of a users sensorial interpretation [8, 9]. Microsoft Research
describes the concept of approximate computing the other way around [10]:
“Critical data is defined as any data that if corrupted, leads to a
catastrophic failure of the application.”
4

While still relying on probabilities for defining fault tolerance levels, approximate computing should not be confused by other similar, but still different
paradigms, such as “Stochastic computing” [11]. This paradigm, in contrast,
refers to the use of a different representation of numbers than usual. In short:
a number p is represented by the number of 1’s in some bit stream S – e.g., if
there are 10% 1’s (and thus 90% 0’s) in S, p = 0.1. It turns out that such a
numbers representation can be processed using very simple circuits [12].

1.2

Previous work in approximate computing

Previous work on approximate computing has been focusing on approximate
computation, apart from approximate memory. Such studies include application
error resilience in an approximate environment [13]. Work has furthermore been
done on proposed instruction set extensions on top of regular ISAs and/or changes
of code during compilation or runtime [14, 15, 16, 17]. To control approximation,
frameworks suited for approximate computing [16, 18] and proposals for different
architecture designs has been made [19, 20]. There are also specific applied studies
of interest, to see how specific applications behave in an approximate computing
environment, such as a video encoder in action with simulated error injections [3].
All of the mentioned works shows varying, but positive result outcomes.
Microsoft Research proposes a modified DRAM memory, where one part of
the memory maintains some given refresh rate, while a second part is allowed
to have a lower rate to save power [10]. The idea is to let error tolerable data
reside in the part with lower refresh rate. This idea is taken further by Sampson
et al, where explicit support for marking what data may be approximate is
supported [21]. Furthermore, they propose a lower SRAM supply power, that
saves power, but may result in a loss of quality, i.e., occasional bit failures upon
read or write. To show behavior on running applications, this is also the original
idea behind the EnerJ framework, as described in Section 3.
For the availability of approximate computing, a natural study would be to
see what type of alternative hardware would support this paradigm. In particular,
“Phase change memories” have been investigated for their abilities as operating
transistors in solid-state hard drives to hold data even when experiencing wearout. Also, a more conservative write-and-verify model at the cost of some small
probability of quality loss is proposed [22]. Phase change memories are thus of
interest for investigation in this thesis.

1.3

Thesis idea

Själander et al further propose usage of multi-level cells to hold more than one
bit per cell, where data that allows for approximation makes use of a “quaternary
format”, i.e., two bits (four levels) per cell, while critical data is stored in binary
format [7]. Instead of dividing memory into different parts or using all separate
modules, data is defined per cache line whether it is approximate or not, as seen
in Figure 2.
The proposal of this thesis is to use the previous works by Sampson et
al combined with the ideas of Själander et al to investigate the benefits of
using multi-level cells in a memory hierarchy and by that gain improved energy
efficiency. By using the EnerJ framework with appropriate adaption to a multilevel cell memory hierarchy, one may simulate the behavior of such a memory
5

hierarchy and draw conclusions on the feasibility of using this technology together
with specific benchmark applications.

0
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A

Figure 2: An approximate and a precise cache line

2

Theory

Here follows the theoretical aspects for how to model approximate data. This includes proposed views on how to classify approximate data, where this paradigm
could be usable in practice, studies of available hardware candidates and an
explanation of the approximate memory hierarchy.

2.1

Defining approximate data

Defining approximate data is the task of finding some acceptable threshold of
the output data set quality, to determine whether the inaccuracy of this set can
be regarded as approximate, apart from erroneous. When such a threshold is
found – which may naturally be different between several different applications –
one can view the energy gain as a function of (worst case) data inaccuracy, with
the maximum gain found at the least acceptable data quality point. Figure 3
shows an example of this: for some threshold maximum of 5% inaccurate values
in some computed data set – or, differently put, the same probability that a
single value is inaccurate – the maximum energy gain is denoted as x.

Figure 3: Energy preservation over inaccuracy, with a shown acceptance threshold
for approximate data, beyond that may be regarded as erroneous. Note: this is
an illustration of the idea only, not real results.
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2.2

Case examples: where could approximate computing
be used?

It is natural to meet the idea of approximate computing with some skepticism:
when and where would anyone accept any level of erroneous results? If getting
enough energy efficiency for quality losses that are barely noticeable, however,
this might be a feasible idea. Here follows a few examples:
• If allowing a full HD movie to have a total of, e.g., 100 erroneous pixels
if this results in a longer battery life in a hand-held device, this may
very much be a good trade-off for approximate data. Error resilient video
application evaluations has shown good results [3].
• Many data mining algorithms have built-in mechanisms for handling extreme points, i.e., data that differs drastically from the rest of the data set.
If very few points vary from the rest in a (non-sensitive) data set, such
extremes will not make much difference in of the final outcome.
• Sensors are often placed in environments where some kind of noise, relative the sought signal, can be presumed. Seeing any rare occurrence of
computational loss of quality could therefore been seen as noise in such
environments.
• A more advanced example: Esmaeilzadeh et al proposes a low-power Neural
Processing Unit accelerator in addition to a CPU. This unit learns running behavior from given code using a neural network. Then, appropriate
(annotated) parts of the code are accelerated using approximate results
from this NPU accelerator instead of regular code execution [15].
Of course, there are natural examples where data should, or even must, be
precise:
• Control system computations in air planes must be kept precise to not risk
any unpleasant malfunctions when operating the vehicle.
• Data that may be sensitive for even small changes should be kept precise.
A common example is text documents, which may be rendered unreadable
or – maybe even worse – semantically different if garbled.
A generalizing rule of thumb: approximate computing generally suits data
that have numerical meaning, often in relation to a larger data set, while data
with bits that have independent boolean semantics, definitions that may result
in program violations if erroneous or if the data represents compression of any
form, loss of quality may immediately turn into unacceptable data corruption [23].
Also, numerical data should be considered carefully, to avoid approximation of
data that that needs as high perfection as possible.

2.3

Approximation in hardware

Approximate computing in hardware is the subject of allowing some portion of
errors from various sources, that otherwise needs explicit correction mechanisms
in higher levels, i.e., bit detection and such. Different technology may make data
quality degrade differently and the errors thereof may thus occur because of
many reasons. A few common ones are:
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• Temperature fluctuations
• Drift over time
• Material changes over time
• Loss of electrical charge
• Influence from cosmic rays (or some other electromagnetic source)
• Static hardware failure (also called “hard” failures)
The importance of identifying hardware characteristics has for long been a
topic for ensuring precision during usage. In approximate computing, this is still
of importance, but more from a perspective on how certain recovery structures
might be relaxed because of the tolerability of the data. As the specific study
in this thesis puts focus on multi-level cells, one can see that errors are usually
related to level shifts.
A specific word about hard failures: these are generally regarded as making hardware unusable, as the errors persist regardless of trying to set/reset
these cells, e.g., rebooting a machine to clear DRAM. Static errors therefore
causes permanent loss of quality and may not be suitable even for purposes of
approximate computing. However, there are proposals that shows how one could
still make use of faulty hardware [22]. A common source for hard errors are
either fabrication errors or so called “wear-outs”, which means that hardware
will malfunction after some period of normal usage.
2.3.1

Ensuring data precision in hardware

While a more exact definition for approximate data in Section 2.1 is still a topic
for discussion, precise data may implicitly be defined as data that is fully reliable
and deterministic, during all stages of any operation and on any level of storage.
While sufficient for theory, this is not realistic in practice, as naturally seen from
given given sources of errors in hardware in Section 2.3. Instead, one may study
the underlying hardware, invent any sort of error recovery mechanics and from
that compute a probability for a bit error, which hopefully is small enough to
regard as “safe”.
So, how “safe” can hardware be? A common mechanism to ensure reliability
are error correcting codes (ECC), which among others exists in SRAM. There,
one eventual bit error per word is detected and corrected [24, 25]. More than
one bit may still be detected, but such incidents must be handled otherwise, with
risk of eventual data loss1 .
In 1996, IBM made a study on SRAM, confirming that cosmic rays were
indeed a source of data corruption [26]. The conclusions was that an average of
one error, i.e., bit flip, per 256 megabytes of RAM per month were could be seen.
Counting a month as 30 days, this means an error probability of
1
= 1.44−15
(256 · 10242 ) · (30 · 24 · ·60 · 60)
1 Such

as a recovery routines from a hardware interrupt.
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(1)

per byte and second. This can now be used to derive the probability for a
bit error over some span of used data as
E(b, t) = 1 − (1 − 1.44−15 )bt

(2)

where b is the number of bytes, t is time in seconds and E(b, t) is the final
error probability in SRAM.
For an SRAM data cache, data reside during relatively short periods of time.
Setting t = 1 second, a plot of the probability for precise data errors can be seen
in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Error probability over data set size
Hence: data precision on particular hardware (with error correction mechanisms) can be ensured as much as the probability for some error to occur, which
in turn may be used as a measurement for how large the probability for errors on
approximate data may be, compared to precise. Knowing this gives a probabilistic view on how to distinguish precise data from approximate, but also insights
on relative error tolerance and how much energy efficiency is gained with higher
error probability.
2.3.2

General considerations about multi-level technology

While being fundamentally different technically, SRAM and DRAM technology
are both built upon Single Level Cells (SLC) to store bits of data. Since their
inventions – SRAM at 1964 and DRAM at 1966 [27] – these memories have by far
been the most common candidates when it comes to volatile computer memory
design, resulting in successful increase in performance, while still decreasing
substantially in size over the years. This development will however have an end,
by physical restrictions.
While looking at desirable abilities in new hardware that might replace older,
one clear drawback can be found in current SRAM- and DRAM technology:
containing capacity – only one bit per cell is possible. Therefore, one wants
new technology to make up for this shortcoming. This has lead to research
in finding both different materials and implementation techniques for CMOS
and SLC replacement alike. As for memory, Multi-Level Cells (MLC) might be
used to store more data per memory unit. Examples of such cells are the more
9

commonly known NAND- and NOR Flash cells and the increasingly researched
Phase Change Memory (PCM) technology, which may store more than two
distinct states. This is a desirable feature in terms of energy efficiency, as fewer
cells may be needed to hold the same amount of data, thus reducing the overall
power consumption.
In binary systems, one may confidently define certain voltage thresholds,
where above this threshold means 1 and below naturally 0. An example of such
a representation can be seen in Figure 5a.
On the other hand, an MLC representation (in this case quaternary), such
as shown in Figure 5b, one may see that multiple levels of voltage output may
give multiple interpretations. Here, Q0 = 00, Q1 = 01, Q2 = 10 and Q3 = 11.

(a) Dual-level transfer function, as found in (b) Multi-level transfer function from, e.g.,
CMOS devices
Flash- and PCM devices

Figure 5: Difference in transfer functions between binary and quaternary data
representations. Illustrations: Magnus Själander
On one hand this gives a great opportunity, as a transistor that behaves
this way may hold twice as much information per unit. If one furthermore
approximately assumes such a transistor to use as much energy as regular DRAM
or SRAM, one has successfully cut the total power usage by 50%!
A natural drawback, however, is that multiple levels will be more error prone,
as the individual thresholds are much closer to each other (increasing the total
power to raise the internal levels is naturally out of question). For example, if
for some reason an offset is added while storing a Q2 = 10 or if an internal
transistor error causes the value to “drift” increasingly or decreasingly, Q2 might
accidentally become Q3 = 11 or Q1 = 01, respectively. One way of handling this
is to come up with clever ideas for error correction. Another one, which is the
basis for this thesis, is to accept some tolerable portion of such errors to still
make use of the ability to store more values at the same memory area.
By comparing Figure 5a with Figure 5b, one may see a usable feature for
MLCs: the probability for a signal violation between two states are far more
likely in a multi-level state representation of data, than for single-level. If defining, e.g., Q0 = Q1 and Q2 = Q3 , one has effectively created a regular binary
system, where state thresholds has such a distance that the probability for a
10

misinterpretation may decrease significantly – hopefully close to negligible – just
as in DRAM/SRAM. Noting this, one may define a four-level system as two
levels, thus create a SLC and with that efficiently gain reliability to the cost of
less data density per cell.
This result can be used to create an intelligent memory model, were specific
data can be chosen to use be stored in a more error prone, but compact quaternary
model, while other data remains binary and thus safe from errors. In this thesis,
data where one may accept some measure of error is called “approximate”, while
the rest is called “precise” data.
2.3.3

What are the demands on replacement technology?

To be a candidate for replacing current technology, the alternatives must have
some criteria:
• Have a comparable program/reset latency as DRAM and SRAM. This is
in the span of nano seconds up to some micro second [28].
• A reasonable physical lifetime
• Non-volatile alternatives should have good data retention
• As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, any hardware must be able to be ensure a
precision at least as good as ECC protected SRAM when storing precise
data.

2.4

Flash memories

Flash memory, first described around
the year of 1984 [27], is a technology
widely used today in an application
range all down to embedded systems,
up to high end servers. It relies on
a variant of common MOSFET transistors, with the extension of an additional and insulated Floating Gate
(FG) in between the common Control
Gate (CG) and the MOSFET channel.
An illustration can be seen in Figure 6:
the idea of this type of transistor relies
on applied charge on the FG. Because
of the insulation around the FG, any
such applied charge means that electrons are “trapped” inside. In turn, if
applying a voltage on the CG, that
electric field will be cancelled out by
Figure 6: Structure of a flash cell
the FG charge, up to some threshold
voltage VT , resulting in that the FG
will prevent any current between the CG and the channel2 . If applying a voltage
2A

phenomenon called screening.
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higher than VT , however, the current will pass and the channel conduct. Thus,
high FG charge means 0 and low means 1.
This example shows how the this principle intuitively can be used for SLCs:
FG charge presence/absence. Furthermore, however, by adding more/less charge
to the FG, the threshold voltage VT will change accordingly. Hence, by measuring
at which GC voltage levels the MOSFET channel conducts, one may define
multiple levels, efficiently resulting in conditions suitable for a multi-level cell.
Changing the amount of charge in the FG is made using methods based
on different phenomenons, both based on electron tunneling. Adding charge,
i.e., programming the flash cell, is made using “Hot-electron injection” [29],
while pulling electrons of the FG, i.e., erasing the flash cell, is done through
“Fowler–Nordheim Tunneling” [30]. While details about the underlying physical
principles behind these methods are beyond the scope of this text, it should be
mentioned that Flash cells has a maximum lifetime because of wear-out. The
cause of this wear-out is due to degradation of the insulation around the FG
from repeated programming, which in turn affects voltage levels [31]. The wearout is largely regular from one device to another. Depending on the study and
device structure, a span from 10,000 up to a million program/erase cycles as
been observed [30, 32].
As allowing MLC storage, this is an interesting candidate for further investigation. There are two main industry standard memory implementations
using the Flash transistor: NOR Flash- and NAND Flash memories. These are
respectively suited on different applications.
2.4.1

NOR Flash Memories

In NOR Flash memories, transistors are arranged in a grid in such that every
cell involved are accessed using bit- and word line signals. The way the cells
are accessed resembles the logic of NOR gates, thus the name. The strength of
this alignment of the cells is that cells may be read in a random access fashion,
i.e., a very rapid read latency. As this in turn yields fast and direct code readand execution, NOR Flash is a very common technology used with embedded
systems [32].
The major drawbacks, however, are that NOR Flash has a relatively short
life span, as only 10,000-100,000 reads/writes can be done. Moreover, it is very
slow for write and erase operations [33]. As this is crucial issues for main memory
– and definitely for caches – NOR Flash is not suitable for this task.
2.4.2

NAND Flash Memories

As with NOR Flash memories, NAND Flash memory transistors are arranged
in a grid, However instead, bit- and word line signals accesses the Flash cells in
a NAND gate manner. A big advantage is that this setup reduces the cell area
by 40% [30]. This setup is suitable for page programming, i.e., many cells are
programmed at once, which gives a high throughput. However, random access
is not possible, making single-cell writes/reads cumbersome [34]. Thus, this
memory setup has made NAND Flash technology suitable for non-volatile top
level storage, such as hard drives and USB storage.
Benchmarks show how NAND Flash is significantly faster than NOR Flash
on average, i.e.,a while comparing read, write and erase operations together [32].
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Moreover, NAND Flash may endure up to ten times more erase cycles than
NOR.
However, NAND suffers from some major drawbacks as well. First and foremost, erasing of NAND Flash is still on the millisecond scale. A comparison shows
that the access time on NAND-based solid-state drives compared to DRAM is
on a ratio of roughly 10:1 [35], which is far more than the latency required, as
described in Section 2.3.3.
NAND also requires a high level of ECC – up to 4 bits, as occasional bit flips
occurs [32, 36]. This also gets worse over time: after ∼ 10,000 program/erase
cycles, the raw bit error rate is close to 1−6 in some devices. This might still
be good for several approximate data sets, but there are cases when this is not
good enough. 10,000 cycles is also very low and 4 bit ECC relatively high in
terms of main memory storage and below.
In conclusion, while NAND Flash has proven to be a good hard drive candidate, DRAM and cache is not a suitable application.

2.5

Phase-change memories (PCM)

Since its introduction in 1969 [27], Phase-change memory cells has not gained
the same wide reception in industry as Flash technology. However, recent research has made interesting progress that may make this technology an emerging
alternative. The PCM is different from Flash memories in that it relies on measures of resistance in an amorphous materials [37]. Amorphous materials, such
as chalcogenide, has the interesting feature that it may manifest in two different
solid states: amorphous and crystalline. The amorphous state has high resistance,
while the crystalline state has a relatively low resistance factor difference may be
up to 1:100-1:1000 [38]. These characteristics are convenient for defining different
states that may represent held data in a memory cell – high resistance means
logical 0, while low resistance means 1. What is more interesting, however, is
that because of the high resistance difference, one may define multiple levels,
thus creating a MLC.
To change between the two states,
one has to send pulses of electricity
Top
through the material of different amelectrode
plitude and period of time, depend(GND)
ing on what state is wanted. Figure 7
Crystalline
shows how an implementation of a
state
PCM cell looks like. The setup contains an amorphous material with two
electrodes on the top and bottom. A
RESET operation, i.e., setting the cell
to 0, is done by creating a short pulse
Amorphous state
of high amplitude through the material (bottom to top), creating a high
Bottom
electrode
resistive “cap” of amorphous material.
For a SET operation, one adds longer
Figure 7: A PCM cell
current pulses of a lower amplitude,
which turns the material crystalline.
As these states may be kept intact
over longer periods of time, this means that PCM cells may be non-volatile.
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PCM cells has highly independent characteristics from one to another due
to slight differences in material, thickness, etc., making a static approach to programming them impossible, i.e., one cell cannot be programmed on the same way
as another [39]. Instead, an iterative Program and Verify approach is commonly
used. By starting with some “utter” state – maximum or minimum initial resistance – one then applies pulses gradually, followed by a read operation to verify
if the intended state has been reached. The two different initial states infers
two different programming schemes, with similar logical, but different physical
outcome on the cell, as shown in Figure 8. This implies that more than two levels
are possible, as one may define multiple different levels as a target resistance
when programming the cell. As this thesis discusses ideas regarding two levels
per cell, as shown in Figure 5 in Section 2.3.2, MLC PCMs will further on refer
to four-level cells.
In Figure 8, the top row shows a RESET to SET operation, which starts out
with the highest resistance, followed by a train of pulses of mutually decreasing
amplitude. This creates small crystalline “filaments” in the cap, lowering the
resistance into some intended level.
The bottom row illustrates the SET to RESET operation. Here, one starts
with a long small pulse, lowering the resistance to a minimum. After that, short
RESET pulses are added, increasing the amorphous cap until the desired state
is reached.

Figure 8: Top: RESET to SET operation. Bottom: SET to RESET operation.
Like Flash, described in Section 2.4, PCM experiences wear-out after a number
of writes, most often because of the bottom electrode breaking. A PCM unit
has an average write cycle life time of ∼ 109 writes [37], which is far more than
Flash. Different studies describes the write/erase cycle in a span between 10 ns
all the way up to 1µs [40, 41]. By assuming nominal values of 50ns write/120ns
erase cycles, these are numbers that hardly matches the 2-3ns read from SRAM
in practice. However, for a DRAM 20-40ns access time, it might be interesting
to evaluate in further studies if such a difference might pay off, regarding PCM
features such as potential non-volatility and multiple levels per cell.
A severe problem with PCM memory cells are drifting, as resistance has
shown to increase over time [38, 42]. This is not a problem for SLC PCMs,
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as setting the cell to maximum or minimum resistance values has negligible
drift impact. However, it is a problem for MLC PCMs as one of the more
narrow states may thus drift away into the next. While there are techniques
for correcting the effects of drifting, such as periodic memory scrubbing [41]
or solely remove one state [43] for keeping precise data in MLCs intact, these
mechanisms comes with some additional cost. In the mentioned proposals, that
means additional correction time and power resources or losing storage capacity
per cell, respectively. In terms of approximate computing, however, one may
define precise data to be safely stored in SLCs, while approximate data is stored
in MLCs. This way, one may keep any measures of upholding data retention
time to a minimum, initially by skipping such measures altogether.
Thus, by taking a longer read/write time and wear-out into account, PCMs
could be a cell type to investigate further as an implementation platform for
approximate computing memory hierarchies, such as DRAM or higher level
caches. Appendix C describes a PCM MLC error model, together with analysis
of simulation outcome.

2.6

An approximate memory hierarchy

To hide latency while loading data from DRAM, one makes efficient use of
an SRAM layer – the cache. The purpose of this is to hold data “closer” to
computing units, i.e., reduce the number of cycles needed to fetch data that is
used frequently. Common statistics show a load/store latency while loading from
a (first level) cache vs main memory of roughly 100 times [44], making this way
of latency hiding crucial for performance.
In a modeled memory hierarchy, one needs to consider behavior in main
memory and cache. While modern systems truly makes use of several levels of
a cache – L1, L2 and so forth – it may be sufficient to approximate a merged
unified cache and therefore only implement two final levels in the hierarchy.
While still used to distinguish main memory from cache, it is questionable if
the term “DRAM” is passable on new technology. That is, as the investigated
memory technologies are non-volatile, which implies that they do not need the
same measures of refreshing, like capacitor based DRAM:s. However, one may
discuss if eventual “scrubbing” [41], i.e., cyclic data maintenance procedures, of
data due to memory drift classifies as “dynamic”, for example, as mentioned in
Section 2.5. Such error recovery measures are beyond the scope of this report,
however. Moreover, any errors due to drifts are only regarded as effects of storage
where approximation is allowed and therefore expected up to some amount.
When loading data from main memory, it is crucial to distinguish approximate
data from precise when loading it into the cache(s). Earlier works have proposed
to keep data in separate spaces in DRAM, where the approximate part has a lower
refresh rate [10]. This proposal has resemblance with the PCM drift problem:
like a higher DRAM refresh time keeps data intact with a higher probability, any
drifting effects may be kept low if data is read within relatively small periods of
time [45].
Caches, or more specifically SRAM, can either be assumed to suffer from
time dependent errors or static errors, the latter as a result of decreasing the
SRAM supply voltage [21]. To be a feasible alternative for low-level caches,
new technology must be relatively fast. That is, as CPU:s need access to data
available in low-level caches as fast as possible – near CPU clock speed at best –
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high latency while loading or storing to the cache may slow down computations
considerably.
The proposed approximate cache can be seen in Figure 9. This shows a
(shortened) 4-word line, 4-associative, 32 index cache, where precise data is in
cyan color and approximate data in red, together with cache line tags. The bit
at the far left represents an approximation bit, which is SET for any loaded
approximate data.

0

Tag
10100
10011
10001
01001

A

1

31

10101
10101

Figure 9: A multi-level cell cache
As described in Section 2.3.2 and shown in Figure 5b, the strength of MLCs
is their ability to hold more than two values. This thesis assumes 2 bits per cell,
i.e., 4 levels, but this may be extended to more levels and thus more stored bits.
As every cell can hold more data, it is thus convenient to refer to stored data
in terms of a quaternary byte or simply qyte 3 . Such a view manifests itself on
the memory addresses, as described by Själander et al [7]. Whenever storing
approximate data, one may store twice the amount of data per cache line. In
other words, as precise memory occupies double the amount of cells for storage,
this means that an address space in terms of qytes shifts exactly 1 bit in precise
memory addresses, compared to every approximate – but still similar – data
type. This difference is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Approximative and precise memory address representing the same
stored data type. Note how the occupation of double amount of data creates a
one-bit shift in the precise address.
To correctly separate memory, this thesis proposes to let approximate and
precise data have their respectively different memory spaces. This may result
3 This notation of a quaternary unit is simply chosen for convenience in this thesis. It is not
used widely.
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in letting at most two cache lines have the same tag – one approximate and
one precise, which is a natural step to avoid any nonsensical cache evictions or
false cache hits. In the cache, cache lines are distinguished by the tag together
with the mentioned “approximation bit”. In Figure 9, a tag duplicate is shown
at index 31.
Furthermore, separate loaded approximate and precise memory needs an
adjusted table look-aside buffer (TLB), as similar tags implies memory pages
with similar addresses. Thus, the TLB also needs to set “approximation bits” for
any loaded page.
The sources of errors makes it interesting to create error models where bit
errors may be introduced with either some static probability – i.e., may occur
as a result of some load/store operation – some dynamic probability, i.e., with
respect to time, or a combination of these.
Caches at the lowest level often implement a separate data- and instruction
cache holding respective data. For obvious reasons, instruction caches should
never be subjects for approximation, as this will have catastrophic consequences
on execution, if working at all. Only data caches may hold approximate data.
For the same reason, TLB:s should always be precise.
As time is a factor that may cause errors, e.g., because of time drift, all
data over a loaded cache line may be influenced even when only a single byte
or word has been loaded and used. Furthermore, in a cache where static errors
may occur upon read or written data, all loaded words are subjects for eventual
error injection. These sources of error are are investigated in addition to previous
studies [21].

2.7

How energy efficient can an approximate cache be?

The relation
R(L, D) =

1
log2 L · (1 − D) + D

(3)

where 0 ≤ D ≤ 1 is the ratio of precise data in the program and L is the number
of levels per storage cell, gives the least ratio R of storage cells needed to store
the same amount of data as if the cells were SLC only. In this project, L = 4
different levels – 2 bits per cell – and we denote
(4)

R(4, D) = R(D)

This means that if all data is precise, we get R(1) = 1, while if all data would be
approximate, then R(0) = 0.5, which therefore indicate that only half as many
cells are needed or, inversely, that twice the amount of data may be stored.
Furthermore, by being able to get more data per access to the cache, the
power cost of an access is therefore assumed to decrease linearly with the amount
of approximate data. That is, by comparing the amount of power
(5)

Papprox = Pa (1 − D) + Pp D
with

(6)

Pprecise = Pp D
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where Pa and Pp are the amount of power needed for accessing approximate
or precise data, respectively, one can compute how much energy might be saved,
assuming that Pa ≤ Pp .

3

Implementation – The EnerJ Framework

This section presents the EnerJ framework, which together with described alterations is used to get results related to approximating data. This includes how the
simulator works, how error models for approximation is done, implementation
aspects of the memory hierarchy and short EnerJ code examples.

3.1

Introduction to EnerJ

The EnerJ Java framework [46] is created by the Washington University, with
the purpose of making approximate computing simulations feasible [21]. As it is
open source4 and free to change and distribute, this especially suited the needs
for this project. Additional tools for gathering specific output results are also
included for convenience.
The idea behind EnerJ is the ability to divide a regular Java program into
approximate and precise portions, where any variables, class fields or arrays
marked as approximate or precise data, respectively, are regarded as such. Any
non-marked data are regarded as precise, which will thus keep the same behavior
as run as a regular Java program. The idea is simple: depending on where
declarations has been marked, one may then run the resulting Java program with
the EnerJ simulation classes to gather information about how such a program
would behave in an approximate environment.

3.2

Type annotations and checkers

The framework consists of a so called “type checker” for handling written Java
code and the simulated approximate behavior during runtime. Type checkers
are systems for verifying semantics and consistency of code. In Java, this is
implemented as certain keywords that can be applied to code which enables
verification, either when compiling or running this code. A well-known example
is @Override, which causes the compiler to warn if some method, that is supposed
to override a superclass method, has misspelled something or has an erroneously
typed parameter.
EnerJ makes use of an implementation of the JSR308 annotation standard [47] developed by Washington University. This standard describes the
ability to annotate methods and data types with specific inline annotations,
where one may further specify the cause of using them. For example, this implementation specifies a convenient null checker, that makes sure a value will not
take a null value – if that would still be the case, awareness is raised before any
“real” harm is caused.
EnerJ implements custom type checker annotations @Approx and @Precise,
which can be used to annotate any type to be approximate or precise data,
respectively (more in Section 3.4). Using custom classes that implements the Java
platform, including type checkers at compile time, selected code is then prepared
4 Released

under the CRAPL license
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to be handled according to a defined simulated behavior during runtime. Precise
data, which is also default, will be regarded as usual, while approximate data
may have introduced errors. This feature is immediately useful for constructing
a simulator that, using feasible error models for approximate data, mimics the
behavior of such an architecture.

3.3

Compilation and runtime classes

As all proposed annotations – @Approx, @Precise, etc. – are custom made, they
need specifications on how to handle syntactical and semantical situations, e.g.,
what the result of an approximate plus a precise integer should be. This also
includes how the Java processor should translate Java byte code into actually
runnable machine instructions. Therefore, EnerJ implements and extends the
full regular Java specifications with custom compilation- and runtime classes.
• The compilation classes defines the rules for any Java element and relation
in the Java program upon compilation time with the help of abstract
syntax trees. Violating these rules results in syntax errors or (even worse)
undefined behavior.
• The runtime classes on the other hand, implements how results are computed when loading, storing or computing given data. For this reason, this
is also where any simulation counters and data gathering mechanisms are
inserted.
To run EnerJ code with these classes, instead of the regular Java implementations, one compiles the implementation into a Java library file – a so called
“jar” file. Then, one loads compilation classes with javac and runtime classes
with java – as so called “boot classes” – which are loaded as such:
$ javac -Xbootclasspath/a:enerj.jar -processorpath path/to/processor_classes
-processor ProcessorClass
$ java -Xbootclasspath/a:enerj.jar
The -Xbootclasspath flag specifies where the boot classes are located, while
the -processorpath and -processor flags respectively points out the path and
class for the processor implementation.
When an EnerJ program is executed, all loads and stores uses declared
callback methods, where actions to take in respective methods are defined.

3.4

Writing EnerJ code

As described earlier, writing code for EnerJ is best described the task of choosing
what parts of existing Java code to allow for approximation and then annotate
those accordingly. Examples of EnerJ syntax inside a program looks like as in
Code listing 1.
import enerj . lang .*;
import java . util . Random ;
@Approximable
class E n e r J C o d e E x a m p l e {
private rand ;
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private
private
private
private

@Approx int int1 ;
@Precise float float1 ;
@Context double double1 ;
@Approx long [] longArr1 ;

E n e r J C o d e E x a m p l e () {
rand = new Random () ;
int1 = rand . nextInt () ;
float1 = rand . nextFloat () ;
double1 = rand . nextDouble () ;
longArr1 = new @Approx long1 [42];
}
@Context double m u l t i p l i c a t e W i t h N ( @Context double n ) {
return double1 * n ;
}
@Override
public String toString () {
return Endorsements . endorse ( int1 ) + " " + float1 + " "
+ Endorsements . endorse ( double1 ) ;
}
}

Listing 1: Trivial example of an EnerJ program
All EnerJ classes must import the EnerJ annotation classes to work. Furthermore, any EnerJ class that is supposed to be approximately instantiated must
be annotated with the @Approximable keyword. Otherwise, a compilation error
will occur when trying to instantiate them. The type annotations thereafter are
pretty straightforward:
• @Precise defines values that must always remain accurate. This is default,
i.e., any non-annotated types will also be precise.
• @Approx defines values that are assumed to have some level of fault tolerance and may therefore be subjects for approximation.
• @Context defines values that may be defined to be approximate or precise
upon object instantiation of the class – is @Approx, all @Context members,
values, etc. are also @Approx and vice versa.
All of these annotations are supposed to work on any supported declaration.
Note however that, upon allocation, the constructor must also be called with the
explicit annotation included, as demonstrated on the longArr1 field.
Furthermore, note that the multiplicateWithN method is annotated as
@Context, meaning that the return value will have the same approximation
status as the class instance object from EnerJCodeExample.
Figure 11 shows a security measure inside EnerJ. As approximated data may
contain errors from a precise point of view, it is crucial that approximate values
are not stored as precise by mistake, as this may have catastrophic consequences.
Instead, one must explicitly endorse approximate data to be regarded as precise,
using the static Endorsements.endorse method. The println method in the
code example implicitly only takes precise arguments; therefore, any approximate
values must be endorsed before being given as an argument.
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Allowed

Approx

Precise

Not allowed

Figure 11: Precise data may be stored as approximate, but not the other way
around. If so endorsement is required.
It should be mentioned that while EnerJ implements the Java standard, it
does not implement the Java standard library. Standard built-in classes, such as
object instantiation classes of elementary types – Integer and so on – or utility
classes such as java.util.Random, may therefore not be marked as @Approx, or
generate and error5 , as expected as they are not marked as @Approximable.

3.5

Implementation of the memory hierarchy

The implementation of the memory hierarchy is an extension to regular EnerJ
code. This is includes representation of data inside main memory and cache,
memory spaces for approximate and precise memory, handling of memory upon
load and store, eviction procedures and error injection on approximate data,
depending on defined parameters.
Every time data is loaded to the cache by a given memory address, a full
cache line should be loaded with it. One must therefore know what data is
allocated “around” the loaded address in question. Thus, to correctly model data
alignment and cache lines, one must know the address of any data. However, as all
Java/EnerJ code execution takes place in the Java Virtual Machine [48], native
machine addresses and instructions are abstracted away. Instead, any object
is bound by a reference. This reference is indeed retrievable, but is useless in
relation to memory position in relation to other data. Even if the native memory
address could be found, this might however change in the event of automatic
garbage collection mechanisms, that may move or delete data at any time. This,
in all, justifies an implementation of a simulated address space.
3.5.1

How data is categorized in memory

In EnerJ, data is categorized by how data is handled on separate types of
allocation (among other things). The three major categories are:
• Fields – declared members of classes
• Arrays – linear amount of data in a static space size
• Locals – stack based values, e.g., used as temporary
During a program execution, these types may reside in three different locations:
5 Creating a fully approximate EnerJ library is, beyond a huge and tedious task, not recommended, as there are lots of classes that needs conventional specifications on what approximation mean in those classes, which most probably demands a consortium of sorts.
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• Main memory
• Cache
• Register file
In this thesis, fields and arrays are assumed to make use of all of these
storages: allocated class fields and arrays are allocated in main memory. After a
load operation, they may reside in the cache, until eventually evicted and written
back to main memory.
Local values are not assumed to be loaded likewise. The nature of these
values are that they are created as temporarily, like loop variables or temporary
variables inside a class method. As soon as the method returns, these variables
are removed. For simplicity, these values are assumed to always fit in the register
file. Furthermore, the register file is assumed to always be precise. Thus, local
values are always computed with precise results, regardless of their annotation
in EnerJ code. Code example 2 shows this difference between local values, fields
and arrays.
An obvious naivety is that even large register files has its limits – running a
simple recursive function enough times will result in spilling data to some type of
stack, i.e., memory. This may therefore put some constraints on the benchmark
programs, in order to not produce too naive results. This should however not be
too much of a problem for the scope of this thesis.
class ExampleClass {
@Approx int a p p r o x i m a t e F i e l d = 0; // Will be approximated
@Approx float [] a p p r o x i m a t e A r r a y ; // Will be approximated
public void someMethod () {
a p p r o x i m a t e A r r a y = new @Approx float [42]; // Init w /
approximate values
@Approx int localVar = 4242; // Assumed to fit in register ;
NOT approximate
}
}

Listing 2: Examples of what elements that may be approximate

3.5.2

How data is organized in memory – alignment

To get a correct placement of data in memory, one must make some assumptions
on how and where the data is located. First of all, while some computer architectures supports that memory do not need to be byte or word aligned in order to
be accessed, e.g., the ARMv6 architecture (and newer) [49, p.24], others demands
alignment. Even if unaligned accesses would be supported, memory alignment
is desirable from a performance point of view [50]. As the EnerJ simulator does
not make any assumptions about the specific computer architecture, the data
must be aligned such that words does not span over two cache lines.
A case of cache misalignment may occur if fields in a class are allocated
very naively. The Java code in Code list 3 together with a cache illustration
in Figure 12 shows an example of this. Here, three integers, i.e., full word data
structures are allocated in a row, followed by booleans, i.e., byte sized structures.
If not handled correctly, the last single byte may cause the following last integer
to span over to the next cache line, causing performance loss at best or does
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not work at all at worst6 . Thus, all class fields must be ordered in decreasing
size order before put in memory, to avoid unaligned memory accesses. A sorted
allocation order can also be seen in Figure 12.
class Un al i gn ed M em o ry {
int i0 = 0 , i1 = 1 , i2 = 2;
boolean b0 = true , b1 = false , b2 = true ;
int misalign = 42;
}

Listing 3: If naively allocated this code may cause cache misalignement

Figure 12: Example of unaligned memory: three bytes in a row pushes a word
over to another cache line. This can be avoided by allocating memory in another
order.
When data has been allocated and aligned correctly, there is no way of
knowing what is going to be allocated next and in what order. Therefore, from a
correct simulation point of view, one can unfortunately only choose between an
optimistic or a pessimistic way of simulating memory allocation. The optimistic
way is to continue to allocate data, one object right after another, while the
pessimistic way is to always pad, the rest of the cache line, i.e., add empty values
between the end of actual data and the start of the next cache line start address.
Automatic padding may be turned on/off; this thesis chooses the optimistic way,
as the alternative with otherwise lots of mostly empty cache lines are assumed
to be very unlikely in reality.
3.5.3

How data is organized in memory – code segments

A program is divided in different segments that respectively holds code and variables, both initialized and uninitialized. Some segments are created on compile
time, such as static (global) values, while others are created at runtime, such as
the heap [51, p.15].
When simulating a memory hierarchy, one wants to know information about,
e.g., static data and likewise segments, that ideally should reside in a specific
part of memory. However, when code is executed and objects are instantiated
in EnerJ, there is no way for EnerJ to get such information beforehand in the
original framework, which may result in static data being stored as if they were
stack or heap variables and, at worst, multiple times. To come around this, a
separate JSON file is generated at compile time with information about all the
6 This

causes hardware interrupts in non-supporting architectures.
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involved classes, inherited classes included, that is initially loaded before the
actual program execution starts7 . Figure 13 shows this concept.

Figure 13: All classes are registered to a JSON file at compile time and then
loaded at runtime. There, static data are put locally in the beginning of the
memory space, followed by any instantiation allocations.
Memory allocations of fields and arrays are done as such:
• Fields: Figure 13 shows how fields are allocated. Before execution, all
static fields are allocated at the beginning of the address space. This gives
good locality for static data, resulting in a decrease of cache misses.
Any fields representing elemental values may be approximate or precise.
However, any object references are always allocated as precise, while object
instances may be approximate. The reason is naturally that references
must be precise to avoid unacceptable execution anomalies.
• Arrays: Like objects and their references, all arrays consists of references
to successive data, which in turn may be array references (in multi-level
arrays), object references or elementary data. As with object references,
array references must be precise, while the content, i.e., data of the specific
array type, may be approximate.
3.5.4

Different memory parameters

The main memory size is assumed to have no relevant limit, as there is no
boundary of interest there. The cache size will however have a large impact
on data locality results, such as hit/miss rate on loaded data. Thus, tunable
parameters for the cache must include:
• Total size – must be a multiple of two
• Cache line size – must be evenly divisible with the total size
• Associativity – must, for simplicity, be a multiple of two
Note that all parameters are in terms of qytes.
7 Best would be to find a way to store and later load this information directly from the
compiled binary. This works fine for the needs of this thesis, however.
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3.5.5

Cache eviction and error injection

The error models are applied whenever a cache eviction occur. This implies
that immediately after a program startup, cache lines loaded into the cache will
not have any errors injected. Then, any read/write errors are applied on the
evicted data and the data loaded from main memory. The extension in this
thesis compared to original EnerJ code, is that errors propagate not only on the
loaded memory block, but on all data that belongs to the same cache line.
The assumptions are that both main memory and cache may suffer from time
dynamic error, as investigated MLCs may suffer from time drift. However, as only
SRAM is used in caches, support for static errors are only implemented there.
Time stamps are stored with all memory blocks, which are used to compute
the probability for an error: the larger the ∆T = Tcurrent time − Tlast touched , the
higher the error probability. A noteworthy implementation detail is that the tick
time in Java is on millisecond level for time stamps, which is orders of magnitude
larger than real loads/stores in the cache. However, a worse simulation result
will only imply a better result in reality, so this is acceptable.
Every index in the cache holds as many cache lines as the defined associativity.
Whenever a new tag is loaded that is not in the cache, this will result in a miss,
which means that some other cache line must be evicted, i.e., written back to
main memory. This thesis implements the Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm,
i.e., the oldest cache line currently in that index is evicted.

3.6

Simulated error model

To get conclusion about least tolerable amount of errors from the different
benchmarks, the error models must be customizable for different assumed setups
and their parameters. Errors can occur both on a static basis, i.e., the same
probability for every error prone operation and a time dynamic basis, where the
probability for an error increases with time.
Both of these cases are assumed to result in errors on the data in such a way
that the outcome is uncertain. A simple and efficient way to implement such a
behavior is to let bits flip from one state to another with some given probability8 .
Thus, one may set the probability for bit flips in approximate data as a parameter
when running any benchmark. In EnerJ, the probability for an error is inversely
proportional to the given error parameter, i.e., the error probability gets higher
when the parameter value is lower. The parameter is likewise for both static and
dynamic error setups, but as described earlier: the probability in the dynamic
case also increases with time.
The implemented time based probability is supposed to model a worst case
drift over time, which means that the outcome is totally unpredictable. This
may not always be the case; for example, one may make use of models where
data is corrupted with some determinism. This means that one may know when
or how a switch from one state to another will turn out, but not know how the
original state looked. If a “worst case” model is used, any better model will only
result in improvements on the results.
8 If using 100% probability for bit flips, all data will switch back and forth between their
complements, e.g., 100 → 011 → 100, but such cases are trivial and therefore, no special
measures are taken for this in the error modeling.
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Appendix C shows an of how an error model using PCM MLC technology
turns out.

3.7

Benchmark applications

In order to get simulation results, benchmark programs are annotated with
EnerJ annotations and run in the simulator. These applications are the same
as Sampson et al [21], with the same choice of annotation placement. These
include:
• scimark2 – SciMark2 benchmark [52], which consists of five kernels:
– Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) – One-dimensional forward transform
– Jacobi Successive Over-relaxation (SOR) – A linear equation
system solver
– Monte Carlo (MC) – Approximation computations for the value
of π
– Sparse matrix multiplication (SMM)
– Dense LU matrix factorization (LU) – Computes the LU factorization using partial pivoting
• imagefill – Raster image manipulation, graphical flood fill operation
• jmeint – Mobile/desktop game engine, using triangle intersection detection
• simpleRaytracer – 3D renderer, using a plane intersection ray trace
The benchmarks are chosen for their different assumed ability for error resilience, the possibility to mark relatively lot of data as approximate at once and
show how “approximateness” will manifest in different situations.

3.8

Metrics for energy savings and computation correctness

The goal of the thesis is to see how precision can be traded for energy efficiency.
One must thus define measurable parameters for these entities. Here, to view
some data as approximately correct, some different ways of measuring “approximateness” and least acceptable thresholds for tolerable results compared to
precise-only runs are set up for the simulations.
Here, mainly two comparisons are done.
• Comparison for absolute correctness. All values are compared one to one
with precise data. If the values are exact matches, the approximate value
is regarded as correct, else erroneous. This is a strict view on approximate
data, where one regard the data set in whole to be correct to some level,
not single values Thus, this method fits “OK-or-throw-away” data sets. In
this thesis, the output is regarded as approximate at 95% correctness.
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• Comparison for partial correctness. Some bit flips may have occurred, but
if the resulting value is somewhat close to the precise value, the result is
regarded as correct. This measurement method is more “forgiveable”, as
values themselves are regarded as error resilient together with the data set
in whole. Thus, this method has a higher grade of tolerance, if the data
set may tolerate single approximate values. In this thesis, the output is
regarded as approximate at 95%, with value deviation within a ±5% range
compared to the precise result.

3.9

Important aspects for data approximation

Selecting data for approximation is a task for the program designer. Even if the
goal is to make approximations whenever possible to gain higher energy efficiency,
there are good reasons certain data is kept precise, never to be approximated.
• References and pointers can naturally never be approximate. Otherwise,
this would imply that random memory accesses may be loaded or even
executed, followed by a program crash or segmentation fault at best or
unintended code execution or overwriting of sensitive data at worst.
• The simulator does not allow for approximate array indexes, which is
necessary for avoiding non-allowed memory accesses beyond the scope of
the array during runtime.
• Using approximate data for conditional operations are prohibited in EnerJ,
as this would otherwise add stochastic behavior for something that needs
to be deterministic; see Code example 4.
// Not allowed : if - else - statements
@Approx int approxInt = 42;
if ( Endorsements . endorse ( approxInt ) == 42)
System . out . println ( " Value preserved " ) ;
else
System . out . println ( " Value has changed " ) ;
// Not allowed : loop conditionals
// ( The same goes for end condition variable )
int STOP = 100;
for ( @Approx int j = 0; j < STOP ; j ++) {
// Do stuff until STOP
}

Listing 4: Examples of prohibited use of conditional statements

• Classes must be marked as @Approximable to allow approximate allocation.
Using the standard Java specification, @Approx Integer will therefore not
compile, for example.
Furthermore, the following are practical rules to take into consideration
while marking data for approximation. While still syntactically allowed in the
framework, some sorts of data are simply semantically questionable, as their
nature might result in a program flow with non-determinable outcome.
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• Allocation of, e.g., arrays using approximate values is not recommended.
This may cause the program to try to allocate some array using a huge
input value, which may either make use of unnecessary much or too little
memory, or no allocation at all if the value is larger than memory size9 .
• Static variables are allowed to be marked as contextual, i.e., approximation
may be decided when allocating an instance of the class. However, this
adds for a highly questionable behavior of the class. Thus, class variables
marked as @Context static will be regarded as precise variables during
runtime.
• Boolean values are “fragile” in the sense that false values are represented
as exactly zero, while true may be any other number. That is, a single bit
flip on a false value may turn it into true. This problem is architectural
related, where the more bits that are used in the smallest possible representation of a value, the larger is the probability of some bit error, causing
this phenomenon.
While it is a simple practice to avoid approximate booleans altogether,
here are some proposed methodologies to still be able to use approximate
boolean values based on mentioned reflections:
1. Group as many boolean values as possible together into a bit string
and then change bits independently, which will add robustness against
errors: a bit flip will give the same probability for a true or false
value. Thus, by congregating boolean bits together into a bit map, the
overall error level will be lowered. With a nice and natural side-effect,
this also compacts the data even more, producing a higher cache hit
rate. The downside is that this is only possible when many booleans
are known by the compiler at once in the same context, optimally
the size of a byte or even a word, but will not make much difference
otherwise.
2. Redefine boolean values to require a certain amount of bits to be 0
or 1 to be false or true, respectively. In other words: the Hamming
weight of stored boolean value defines the final result. Best shown
with an example:
bit errors

00000000 −−−−−−→ 00010010 ⇒ false
bit errors

11111111 −−−−−−→ 11110011 ⇒ true
bit errors

(7)

00000000 −−−−−−→ 00110111 ⇒ true
bit errors

00000000 −−−−−−→ 00110110 ⇒ true (by definition)
If less than half the bits are maintained from the initial value, as
in the first and second example, then the intended boolean value is
preserved. If more bit flips occurs, this will create a logical switch.
Finally, for eventual equal outcomes, one has to rely on conventions –
in this case, equally many bits of different types is evaluated as true.
9 In

Java, this generates an exception.
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This proposal relies on the very small probability of many bit flips
at once. If so, this may be a fairly robust alternative for boolean
value preservation in approximate environments. As there are modern
architectures [53] with native instructions for computing Hamming
weights, this might be a feasible alternative.

3.10

Known issues with the EnerJ framework

While working fine for the benchmark applications, tests on arbitrary code shows
several known problems with the current version of EnerJ that is subject for
further investigation. This is the case whether or not such code uses any EnerJ
annotations or not. Currently known and defined problems on the original EnerJ
code includes:
• Inner classes that reference final variables in the scope of their containing
method do not work. To use EnerJ, it is necessary to turn these classes
into outer classes and pass state explicitly.
• Name conflicts between classes and packages can cause problems. This
is because the simulation translation uses fully-qualified names to refer
to classes but this can break if a package name is shadowed by a class
name. To avoid this, follow the Java convention of naming your classes
with CamelCase and your packages in lower case.
• Multiple static blocks inside the same class will yield a compilation error
(with error message:
error: method __htt_staticInitializerMethod() is already defined
in class
The only current way to get around this in EnerJ is to declare one single
static block in the class and perform any static initializing there.
Beyond these, errors that can be tracked to regular abstract syntax compilation parsing have been spotted, which are probably both the result of missing
tests of the code and ended development of the original framework.

4

Simulations and results

Here, the result from running the simulation applications are shown. The methodology is first explained, followed by the results presented together with explanatory tables and graphs.

4.1

Simulation methodology

Simulations were made on a 1,8 GHz Intel Core i5 (4 cores) processor with 8
GB RAM. All applications are single-threaded, but were scheduled as separate
workloads over all cores for faster simulations.
When running a simulation, two groups of arguments are given: arguments
relevant for the specific benchmark application and arguments relevant for the
EnerJ simulator. Particularly interesting are to give arguments that changes the
error probability in EnerJ, as doing this for many runs with different values, one
may find an acceptable threshold for “approximateness”. The memory hierarchy
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setup used to simulate and get the simulation results is a 32 kB, 16 word line
length, 4-associative cache, unless stated otherwise.
To see the relation between energy efficiency and precision, one wants to know
differences between data accesses in the memory hierarchy when comparing a
precise SLC memory with an approximate MLC memory. In particular, if by
knowing that that more data is stored in the same number of cells, one may
draw the conclusion that energy cost should be lower per loaded/stored byte.
Another effect of more data available in the cache, is that cache evictions should
also drop. Together with results about output correctness, one knows how much
energy that may be saved at some maximum level of inaccuracy.

4.2

Cache hit/miss ratio

The cache hit-miss-ratio gives information on how an approximate cache increases the numbers of cache hits, as a direct result of the ability to store more
data with MLCs. Figure 14 shows the ratio of hits over misses in the simulated
cache. Both the precise reference bar and the approximate bar are given together with the numerical value of the hit-miss-ratio, while the bar itself shows
the rational difference between a precise and approximate simulation.

Figure 14: Comparisons of hit-miss ratios while running precise-only data, compared to data with approximate annotations

4.3

Amount of loaded and stored data

To compare how many cells that have been used for loading and storing in
memory in approximate and precise environments, the total amount of read
and stored data was counted for both simulations. Local variables were thus
not included. To compare the difference, the ratio between these entities are
amount
then computed, for loads and stores respectively, as approx
precise amount . As twice the
amount of cells are needed to hold precise data, the relative amount of needed
cells for approximate data is presumed to decrease. Figure 15 shows these rational
differences between loads and stores, where the red reference line represents a
precise simulation.
To gain enough simulation data about how application data is loaded, stored
and evicted, the input data set are chosen to be larger, when available, compared
to the data sets used for output correctiveness analysis used in Section 4.5.
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Figure 15: Rational comparison between precise loads and stores in cache, with
approximate loads and stores
Many of the simulations shows that as much as 50% less cell usage for
loaded or stored data, compared to a precise run. This is an effect of using
simulations where a lot of data is numerical and dense, i.e., much of the input
data is represented by arrays. Any amount of data represented by single class
fields becomes negligible, as involved arrays gets larger. When such dense data
is approximate, only half as many memory cells are used.
The Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is noteworthy, as it does not show any
decrease at all, as both load and store results are the same as precise. The reason
is that this simulation generates local variables for approximating the number of
π. As we assume that local variables always reside in registers due to limitations
of the EnerJ framework – see Section 3.5.1 – the output is always precise, even
in an approximate environment. This can be seen in Figure 22 in Section 4.5.

4.4

Energy savings and cache evictions

A major reason for approximation is to save energy. In order to retrieve metrics
for this, the number of different load and store accesses to the cache were counted.
By doing this with separate precise-only and approximate simulations, one can
compare against the number of accesses for approximate data. While the total
number of accesses stays the same between the two simulations, an approximate
access is assumed to have a lower power cost as a higher amount of data is
retrieved per access, thus reducing the power overall, as described in Section 2.7.
The power constants for computing the energy costs were retrieved using
the “CACTI” memory simulator [54], using the cache size constants also used
in the EnerJ simulator, i.e., 32768 kB, 64 byte cache line, 4-associative cache.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the approximate cache has the same peripheral
architecture as a common cache – lines, banks, MUXes, etc. – and that a load and
a store operation has equal power consumption. The result is that an access for
precise data is 70 pJ, while for approximate data, it is 58 pJ. By conveniently
applying these constants to the counted accesses, the total power consumption
can be compared for the two cases.
The simulation results can be seen in Table 1, where it is clear that applications with a high amount of approximate accesses are more energy efficient.
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Application
Matrix
multiplication
Imagefill
Simple ray
tracer
jMEInt
Scimark2, FFT
Scimark2, SOR
Scimark2,
Monte Carlo
Scimark2, SMM
Scimark2, LU

App./Prec.
access ratio

Prec. only
energy (mJ)

App.+Prec.
energy (mJ)

Saved energy

19.0%/81.0%

1.488

1.439

3.25%

25.9%/74.1%

0.074

0.071

4.43%

16%/84%

0.089

0.087

2.74%

73.1/26.9
99.7%/0.3%
96.1%/3.9%

0.008
0.804
0.421

0.007
0.667
0.352

9.78%
17.08%
16.48%

0%/100%

0.004

0.004

0%

57.7%/42.3%
97.8%/2.2%

0.134
7.339

0.121
6.108

9.89%
16.77%

Table 1: Cache access and energy consumption; approximate and precise-only
cache comparison.
Yet another interesting result is seen when looking at the number of eviction
from the cache to DRAM. As an approximate cache line fits twice the amount
of data, which in turn potentially doubles the amount of cache space, compared
to a precise-only cache, it is expected to see a drop in cache evictions. The most
prominent effects would be for applications that experiences capacity misses in a
precise-only cache, but fits entirely in the cache when storing data as approximate.
The results of simulations can be seen in Table 2. As expected, the effects of
being able to fit more data in the cache is beneficial for all applications, with
the most notable eviction drop being seen for “Scimark2 FFT”.
App.+Prec.,
less evictions

Application
Matrix
multiplication
Imagefill
Simple ray
tracer
jMEInt
Scimark2, FFT
Scimark2, SOR
Scimark2,
Monte Carlo
Scimark2, SMM
Scimark2, LU

24.56%
29.91%
52.05%
64.40%
99.94%
49.56%
0%
35.96%
57.49%

Table 2: Eviction drop from cache when allowing approximate storage compared
to fully precise.
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Cache line time in the cache
Table 3 shows the shortest, average and longest time stamps of for how long
some cache line resided in the cache before eviction.
Simulation
application
Matrix multiplication
Imagefill
Simple
Ray
Tracer
jMonkey Engine
Scimark2,
FFT
Scimark2,
SOR
Scimark2, MC
Scimark2,
SMM
Scimark2, LU

Min. cache
time (ms)
9

Avg. cache
time (ms)
11897

Max. cache
time (ms)
29972

4
144

1241
454

10083
7881

464

740

1266

629

636

640

44

308

21583

N/A
2

N/A
1831

N/A
8590

1

6404

459249

Table 3: Minimal, average and maximal measurable times of some approximate
cache line residing in the cache
Amount of local, array and field data in simulation applications
Table 4 shows data about how much of the stored and loaded data are local,
arrays or fields, together with the percentage of how much of all local data that
is approximate.
Simulation
application
Matrix multiplication
Imagefill
Simple
Ray
Tracer
jMonkey Engine
Scimark2,
FFT
Scimark2,
SOR
Scimark2, MC
Scimark2,
SMM
Scimark2, LU

Local
vs
array-field
ratio
0.0

Out of all
locals, percent approx
0.0%

0.0
25.0

0.4%
45.1%

2.5

95.0%

1.5

24.5%

0.3

10.0%

N/A
1.0

18.2%
15.4%

0.4

8.8%

Table 4: Supplemental analysis data for output correctness graphs
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4.5

Output correctness

Both the cache and the main memory are supposed to suffer from dynamic
errors, i.e., the longer written data is residing in any memory cell before being
read again, the higher is the probability for an error. Whenever a new memory
address appears, the corresponding data is assumed to never have been read or
written in memory before.
As explained in Section 3.5.5, injected errors are based on a timer with
millisecond resolution at best, which is a very course-grained timer compared
to reality. As any faster measured resolution will only result in better error
resilience, however, this is acceptable.
To retrieve the correctness data, the parameter for setting the error probability, as described in Section 3.6 and hereby referred to as the “error constant”,
is changed over multiple runs of EnerJ sessions. This is done by starting a simulation with some error constant, say 1 (the very first simulation run), retrieve
the produced output and then compare this to some reference run. The results
from doing this over multiple simulations with different error constants are then
shown in the following graph plots. It should be noted that the step size for every
new error constant is increased between some orders of magnitude. For ease, a
line roughly representing the mean value is plotted together with the results to
show the trend. This is computed as the mean value out of the 50 surrounding
values around each point.
To get an accurate trend for the different graphs, around 4500 linearly increasing error constants per order of magnitude are simulated. For a simulation
from 0 up to 109 , this means 30,000 plots per simulation. This many resulting
points sets a fairly tight constraints on how large all the individual simulations
may be. Thus, the problem sizes are set to be fairly small for the correctness
graph outputs, compared to simulations for retrieving other data.
Section 3.8 describes correctness comparison routine at relevant applications:
with “absolute correctness”, the approximate result value must be exactly equal
to the precise reference, while “threshold correctness” refers to comparisons equal
within a ±5% value range.
4.5.1

Matrix multiplication

The simple matrix multiplication is operating on two 10 × 10 matrices. To test
for correctness, both a precise and an approximate result matrix is computed
and compared. The result can be seen in both an absolute- and a threshold
comparison graph.
There are a few notable things about this simulation. First of all, as expected,
95% threshold comparison converges faster than absolute comparison. Secondly,
the convergence towards a 95% overall correctness is relatively fast – an average
error constant value of around 3000 at absolute- and 1500 at 95% correctness.
Furthermore, the error occurrences after that lies almost constantly between at
5- or 10%. This shows fairly well the nature of matrix multiplication, that if
one multiplicand is erroneous, this affects the result at many places at once. In
turn, this is a good example of how dependency on approximate variables may
influence the results on a larger scale than on an individual level only.
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(a) Absolute comparison

(b) 95 % correctness threshold comparison

Figure 16: Results from matrix multiplication simulation runs
4.5.2

Imagefill

The Imagefill application operates on a 32 × 32 gray scale image of fairly high
contrast. This does a “Flood fill” operation, similar to the “bucket” tool found
in most common paint applications. That is, starting with some point in the
image, the algorithm finds all pixels with the same color that are neighbours
within the same boundary – i.e., are not separated by some other color – and
changes those pixels to another color of choice. The results of the flood fill are
then compared with a precise reference, pixel by pixel.
If some stored value gets corrupted before read by the algorithm, there is a
probability not only that the pixel will be missed in the operation, but also that
the output picture may be different. As the flood fill also works by changing
some exact integer value to another, the changed color might also be different
over time. The trend of the flood fill algorithms is acceptable already with a
fairly low error constant. However, any error occurrences falls almost always
under the 95% correctness threshold. There is no visible difference between the
absolute and the threshold comparison. Differences can be seen while examining
the numbers, but they are so small in comparison, that the difference can be
negligible. While there is the difference in this simulation from others that plain
integers are used, this is somewhat unexpected behavior, as the representation
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is not assumed to be generally less fragile to bit flip occurrences.
One may note that apart from the lowest error constants, the total correctness
never reaches less than 50%. This is due to the input picture: only half of it
becomes filled. Thus, the unfilled part may still maintain their former values.
Appendix B shows a graphical example of how the flood fill algorithm may
turn out during different approximate conditions.

(a) Absolute comparison

(b) 95 % correctness threshold comparison

Figure 17: Results from Imagefill simulation runs
4.5.3

Simple ray tracer

The ray tracer works by making performing a (simple) ray tracing on an intersection of a geometrical plane of RGB pixels. A comparison is then done together
with a precise reference. The absolute difference is regarded as correct only if
the whole pixel – all three R, G and B colors – are equal to the reference pixel,
while the threshold comparison regards a pixel as correct as long as the values
individually are within a 5% range.
By studying the graphs in Figure 18, the most prominent trend can be seen
when comparing the absolute graph with the threshold: if allowing a change
of hue for each pixel, computer generated graphics seems to be a tremendously
error resilient area for approximate computing in this type of memory hierarchy.
Even a perfect color requirement is very error tolerant and shows a remarkably
low deviation relative the error constant: the mean curve fits almost exactly into
the actual value plot. As soon as the 95% correctness threshold is reached, there
is no occasion of an erroneous output size below that mark.
This finding makes it very interesting to look further into how well approximate computing may perform in computer generated graphics. However, together
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with this result, one should remark from Table 4 in Section 4.4 that the number
of accesses of local approximate values are 25 times the number of array- or
field variables. That means that such values are assumed to fit into registers
and thus are handled as precise values. Without having any data proving such
a coherence, this should be taken into account when explaining why there is a
low diversity and high convergence in the correctness results.

(a) Absolute comparison

(b) 95 % correctness threshold comparison

Figure 18: Results from simple ray tracer simulation runs
4.5.4

jMonkey Engine (JMEInt)

The jMonkey Engine is a free and open source 2D/3D game engine, created
in Java, which makes it especially suitable for EnerJ approximation annotations [55]. The simulation works by solving problems containing a lot of 3D
triangle intersections – an algorithm often used for collision detection in games
[21].
The application works by giving a true/false value, describing the outcome of
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the output from the intersection computations. By generating a precise reference
of some rounds – here, 2000 different data sets are generated – one may then
compare the output with this reference. As the output are all boolean, there is
no threshold correctness: only absolute comparisons are made with the reference.
As with the Imagefill simulations, the output both shows a rapid trend towards the 95% correctness threshold, also with a very small diversity from the
mean. Furthermore, this is also very tightly “coupled” with computer generated
graphics, making this type of applications interesting – games or CGI – interesting for approximate computing. Comparing with Table 4 in Section 4.4, this
application has not nearly as high ratio of local approximate values as “Imagefill”, but still much higher than other applications. Moreover, 95% of all local
variables are approximate. This may thus once again be a contribution to the
relatively high correctness rate of this application.

Figure 19: Results from JMEInt, absolute comparison
4.5.5

Scimark2, FFT

The Scimark2 FFT suite performs a one-dimensional transform of a series of
complex numbers [52]. This is done by first transforming the series and then
perform inverse transformation back again. As the given array values are pairwise representations of a real and complex value, respectively, all values has
strong dependencies from their neighbour values. Thus, impacts on the outcome
will both be amplified from a common cache line eviction (errors are introduced
on the whole cache line) and any errors from the neighbour, besides regular read
and/or write errors.
As expected when studying the graphs in Figure 20, FFT shows a very low
error resilience even for very small series, especially when demanding absolute
correctness. Even for the faster threshold comparison, there is a fairly large
deviation from the mean. Also, an error occurrence at higher error constants has
a severe impact on the final outcome.
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(a) Absolute comparison

(b) 95 % correctness threshold comparison

Figure 20: Results from Scimark2 FFT simulations
4.5.6

Scimark2, SOR

The Jacobi successive over-relaxation is an iterative, linear equation system
solver, especially suited for digital computers (in contrast to human computation),
with the advantage of having a faster convergence than the regular – also iterative
– Gauss-Seidel method.
For every iteration of the algorithm, every value of one row is computed
depending on values of the other rows. Furthermore, the computations are done
in-place, so any result from a value ai−1 will propagate to ai . Therefore, approximation errors in EnerJ will have an apparent, immediate and propagating
impact on the results.
This explains the rather low error tolerance in the absolute comparison graph,
as of Figure 21. Threshold comparison, on the other hand, is far more tolerant.
Even though, it should be noted that single occurrences of inaccurate outputs
almost always fall below the 95% acceptance threshold.
Interestingly, besides for the all lowest error constants, the errors are never
worse than 60 − 70%. This is most probably the result of not including the
borderline values, i.e., the first and last column and row, of the matrix in the
algorithm, thus not letting any additional errors propagate into these values.
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(a) Absolute comparison

(b) 95 % correctness threshold comparison

Figure 21: Results from Scimark2 Jacobi Successive Over-relaxation (SOR) simulations
4.5.7

Scimark2, Monte Carlo

The Monte Carlo simulation approximates the number of π = 3.141592. . . by
selecting a 1 × 1 quadrant within the regular unit circle, randomly place some
number of points anywhere in that square and then count how many points
are within the circle border. For a growing number of points, it follows that
4·inside
total ≈ π [56].
As described in Section 4.3, this simulation relies solely on local variables,
which are therefore never shown in the cache. Therefore, any error constant
yields a result equal to a precise result. Besides that, this application relies on
many random numbers on an area of some potentially arbitrary size (if scaling
is applied) and is thus also very error resilient by nature.
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Figure 22: Results from Monte Carlo simulation runs
4.5.8

Scimark2, SMM

The Sparse Matrix Multiplication application performs a multiplication on a
sparse matrix. As with the regular matrix described in Section 4.5.1, the output
matrix has strong dependence on any individual value, making the output fragile
to any errors. Furthermore, all non-zero values are packed in compress-row format,
thus sharing the same cache line.
As seen in Figure 23, the correctness mean becomes steady over 95%, using
absolute comparison. The threshold comparison is in contrast fairly forgiving,
both in terms of mean and deviation. For both comparison methods, an error
occurrence yields a very erroneous outcome.

(a) Absolute comparison

(b) 95 % correctness threshold comparison

Figure 23: Results from Scimark2 Sparse matrix multiply (SMM) simulations
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4.5.9

Scimark2, LU

In this Scimark application, a LU factorization is performed on a 10 × 10 matrix,
using partial pivoting and several standard linear algebra operations. As this
involves a continuous reordering of a dense matrix, any introduced errors may
have a severe impact on the factorization. For absolute comparison, this is also
the case, as seen in Figure 24. Even at error constants of beyond the magnitude
of 107 , errors with severe outcome occurs.
Threshold comparison has the most notable difference in this application,
compared to other applications: the mean rapidly maintains a high correctness
rate even at very low error constants. Also, the errors are has much less serious
impact on whole.

(a) Absolute comparison

(b) 95 % correctness threshold comparison

Figure 24: Results from Scimark2 LU matrix factorization simulations

5

Conclusions

Approximate computing is a solution proposal for the problem sometimes referred
to as the “utilization wall”, meaning that the real amount of a chip that may be
active is limited to its power budget – in other other words, there will one day be
an end to how small a transistor can be, using current technology. By using the
approximate computing paradigm, mechanisms for keeping data intact can be
relaxed in some circumstances, thus saving the power needed for such measures.
The proposal in this thesis is to make use of multi-level cells in order to
store more data per unit of area. As seen when looking into real examples of
multi-level technology, this introduces previously non-existent error factors, such
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as cell wear-out after some amount of writes, or data corruption as a result of
drifting over time. However, as this is only a problem for MLC utilization in
practice, one way of dealing with these errors is by approximate computing: by
using SLC mode for critical, non-fault-tolerant data and the more error prone,
but energy efficient MLC mode for fault tolerant data, one may efficiently make
use of MLC technology to save power.
To get results for this idea, a modified version of the EnerJ simulator was
built and used for simulating a memory hierarchy. Using applications where parts
of the data has been explicitly marked as candidates for approximation, one may
draw conclusions on how fault tolerant certain data sets are in differently error
prone storage environments.
By comparing the output data from the different applications with a precise
reference, the conclusions shows that in general, a slight acceptance of value
deviations may remarkably improve tolerance. A good example of this is the
output from the LU factorization application, which shows errors rates even
up to the 108 scale when comparing output values exactly, while tolerating
a 5% value deviation is fault free after 105 . While the trend is set to regard
overall result correctness as 95% to be approximately correct, error occurrences
might fall under this threshold as they happen, even if more rarely at higher error
constants. It might therefore be up to a user of an approximate program to decide
whether rare occurrences are acceptable, or if the output must still always stay
over the threshold. The most strict environment suited for all applications, i.e.,
both the overall correctness trend is above the 95% threshold and no occurrence
of a resulting output that exceeds this threshold, is between an error rate of
10−7 − 10−8 probability for one bit error per second. It should be mentioned
that this error rate is assumed to be worse as the program gets larger, both as
the data set takes longer time to compute and that more MLCs are utilized at
the same time, which may cause more cells to drift before being read again.
The method of measuring the correctness by one-by-one comparison may be
too strict. For example, the Imagefill operation correctness may turn out to be
visually acceptable before the correctness graph shows otherwise. This might
however be up to the human eye to determine in the end. An example can be
seen in Appendix B.
The results of having a cache that may store larger amounts of data by using
MLCs has shown to be effective: up to 17% energy was saved compared to a fully
precise cache. Another effect is that cache evictions to main memory efficiently
drops, some examples as much as 99%, in which such an application is assumed
to fit in its entire in the cache.
As stated in Section 1.3, we have thus shown how much energy may be saved
for some desired level of output accuracy, given some assumptions about how
errors occur and how much energy is spent on load and store operations in the
described memory model.
There are a few major drawback with using EnerJ. First of all, the time stamp
granularity is far from accurate while comparing with real transistor switch times.
While having a huge impact on the correctness of the output, any faster simulator
will only result in better correctness. As the results therefore are pessimistic, this
has been an acceptable factor.
Another disadvantage is that EnerJ includes some code based annoyances.
From a perspective of altering the code for fitting the simulator of this thesis,
the code was often poorly commented and used some altered version of the
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checker framework, making it harder to both make changes and find corresponding external documentations for the APIs. While annotating applications for
approximation, it furthermore turns out that one must rewrite the actual code
in special ways for the programs to work as intended.
Furthermore, the JSON producing mechanism in the extended framework is
cumbersome, as missing this file makes it impossible to even start the simulator
– the code must be recompiled10 . Moreover, this mechanism is not fault-free:
misses of class members have been seen. This either causes skewed results or
even the simulator to not work at all. While manual corrections are possible,
this is tedious and should not be expected from a user in practice.
Overall, it has been shown that energy gains with approximate computing in
memory cells are possible and that this may be a candidate paradigm seen in
emerging technologies to come.

6

Future work

From this thesis, there are a couple of interesting studies or/and extensions that
might be topics for improvement.

6.1

Extended annotation types

The current approximate annotations has the drawback that it is “all or nothing”:
either, the data is precise and completely fault free; else, the data is approximate
and errors may occur anywhere, MSB with the same probability as LSB in a
byte. A proposal is therefore to investigate the usage of partially approximate
data. For example, one may annotate an integer as @Approx8 to only make the
lower 8 bits out of 32 approximate. This will still save energy relative its fully
precise equivalent, but also prevent corruption at bits of higher significance.

6.2

Including error models for ALU operations

This thesis has put focus on approximate storage, but likewise, an interesting
study might focus on how computational error models may influence data. This
includes studies on different ALU operations and how errors may propagate
during any operation. As pointed out in the introduction in Section 1.2, work on
approximate computing has focused on this area with several propositions of both
software and hardware relaxations in mind. It should be mentioned that some
proposed [21] error models for the ALU are included in the EnerJ framework,
but these has been disabled in this work for correct analysis of the memory
hierarchy. Further investigation could include eventual replacement technology
for CMOS.

6.3

Adding more scenarios to the error models

There are plenty of considerable situations that could be good and accurate
additions to the current error model implementations. Such additions could
then naturally be aggregated or simulated one-by-one. Scenarios of extensions
10 Or

written manually, but this is not a practical option.
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could either be to simulate a general scenario, for example wear-out, or cases of
targeting specific hardware.

6.4

Finding and analyzing additional technology

Flash and PCM is not an exhaustive list of available MLC candidates. More
and newer technologies may be analyzed for approximation as well. Such examples involves MRAM, FRAM, and technologies that currently only works under
laboratory conditions, i.e., must be close to 0°Kelvin to operate.
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A

Code example: matrix multiplication in
EnerJ

The following code EnerJ examples shows a simple EnerJ program that
performs a matrix multiplication, mentioned in the report. For reference, both
precise and approximate matrices are computed and printed. Note that the
resulting approximate output may differ depending on the EnerJ simulator
settings.
import enerj . lang .*;
import java . util . Arrays ;
import java . util . Locale ;
import java . util . Random ;
@Approximable
public class M ultipl yMatri x {
private int nItems = 512;
private static @Approx float [][] mtxA_app = null ;
private static @Approx float [][] mtxB_app = null ;
private static @Approx float [][] mtxC_app = null ;
private static @Precise float [][] mtxA_pre = null ;
private static @Precise float [][] mtxB_pre = null ;
private static @Precise float [][] mtxC_pre = null ;
/* *
* Init new A , B and result matrix of side size 512.
*/
public Mult iplyMa trix () {
this (512) ;
}
/* *
* Init new A , B and result matrix .
* @param nItems Matrix side size
*/
public Mult iplyMa trix ( int nItems ) {
this . nItems = nItems ;
initMatrices () ;
}
/* *
* Allocate new A , B and result matrices and generate new random
numbers to
* compute for .
*/
public void initMatrices () {
Random rand = new Random () ;
// Allocate new matrices for A , B
if ( mtxA_app == null )
mtxA_app = new @Approx float [ nItems ][ nItems ];
if ( mtxA_pre == null )
mtxA_pre = new @Precise float [ nItems ][ nItems ];
if ( mtxB_app == null )
mtxB_app = new @Approx float [ nItems ][ nItems ];
if ( mtxB_pre == null )
mtxB_pre = new @Precise float [ nItems ][ nItems ];
float tmp ;
// Generate random numbers for A , B
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for ( int i = 0; i < nItems ; i ++) {
for ( int j = 0; j < nItems ; j ++) {
tmp = rand . nextFloat () ;
mtxA_app [ i ][ j ] = tmp ;
mtxA_pre [ i ][ j ] = tmp ;
tmp = rand . nextFloat () ;
mtxB_app [ i ][ j ] = tmp ;
mtxB_pre [ i ][ j ] = tmp ;
}
}
}
/* *
* Allocate a new result matrix .
* @param Reference to result matrix .
*/
private void nullifyMatrix ( @Context float [][] mtx ) {
mtx = new @Context float [ nItems ][ nItems ];
}
/* *
* Perform matrix multip lication .
*/
public void d o M u l t i p l i c a t i o n () {
mtxC_app = new @Approx float [ nItems ][ nItems ];
mtxC_pre = new @Precise float [ nItems ][ nItems ];
int i , j ;
for ( i =0; i < nItems ; i ++)
for ( j =0; j < nItems ; j ++)
for ( int k =0; k < nItems ; k ++) {
mtxC_app [ i ][ j ] += mtxA_app [ i ][ j ] * mtxB_app [ j ][ k ];
mtxC_pre [ i ][ j ] += mtxA_pre [ i ][ j ] * mtxB_pre [ j ][ k ];
}
}
/* *
* Print the results of the computed matrices .
*/
@Override
public String toString () {
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer () ;
sb . append ( " Precise :\ n " ) ;
int i , j ;
for ( i =0; i < nItems ; i ++) {
for ( j =0; j < nItems ; j ++) {
sb . append ( String . format ( Locale . ENGLISH , " %1.4 f " ,
mtxC_pre [ i ][ j ]) ) ;
}
sb . append ( ’\ n ’) ;
}
sb . append ( " \ nApprox :\ n " ) ;
for ( i =0; i < nItems ; i ++) {
for ( j =0; j < nItems ; j ++) {
sb . append ( String . format ( Locale . ENGLISH , " %1.4 f " ,
Endorsements . endorse ( mtxC_app [ i ][ j ]) ) ) ;
}
sb . append ( ’\ n ’) ;
}
return sb . toString () ;
}
}

Listing 5: EnerJ class for performing regular matrix multiplication class
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import enerj . lang .*;
public class Main {
public static void main ( String [] args ) {
int nIndexes = Integer . parseInt ( System . getProperty ( " nIndexes " ,
" 12 " ) ) ;
Mul tiplyM atrix mult iplyMa trix = new M ultipl yMatri x ( nIndexes ) ;
mul tiplyM atrix . d o M u l t i p l i c a t i o n () ;
System . out . println ( multi plyMat rix . toString () ) ;
}
}

Listing 6: Main class for executing matrix multiplication class

B

Imagefill output example: filling a maze

Figures 25 - 27 shows an example of how a flood fill operation behaves in an
approximate environment. The operation is performed in the approximate
memory hierarchy, with error constants set to orders of magnitude between
10-107 . As the image is in 8 bit gray scale and the output values in EnerJ are
32 signed integers, the output pixels pbits from EnerJ are preprocessed as
p8 ≡ |p32 | (mod 256) before rendered into the final image. The maze in the
picture has one part intentionally closed for visual clarity and the flood filling
starts at the mazes opening at the bottom.
Figure 25b shows how the intended result should be. Between 10-10,000, the
flood fill renders useless – the first picture that resembles the intended
operation is beyond that. At error constants 106 − 107 there are very few
artifacts in the output.

(a) Input picture

(b) Precise output

Figure 25: The starting input picture and the precise reference output
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(a) Output with error constant 101

(b) Output with error constant 102

(c) Output with error constant 103

(d) Output with error constant 104

(e) Output with error constant 105

(f) Output with error constant 106

Figure 26: Outputs with error constants 10 − 106 , in multiples of 10
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(a) Output with error constant 107

(b) Precise output

Figure 27: An output with error constant 107 , compared with the precise reference
By comparing to the 95% correctness threshold, as done in the simulations in
Section 4.5.2, the output with an error constant 104 is 93.98% correct, while for
105 , the correctness exceeds 99%. This follows the visual inspection of
correctness as well.

C

PCM error modelling and simulation

The goal of estimating error models for transistor of any kind, is both to see
how these transistors may behave when taking some changing factors into
account and how those affect the written data. An intuitive example is time:
will the data look different when data has been stored for a while and then
loaded again?

C.1

Theory: error model

PCM has been shown to drift over time after a write operation. In practice,
whenever any operation for setting a particular state has been performed, the
resistance grows immediately afterwards – rapidly at first and then with a
declining rate. The exact rate is different from one cell to another, due to
physical differences. Furthermore, it has been shown that the higher the target
resistance is, the more and faster will the resistance continue to increase
afterwards [38, 43]. In other words: levels represented with higher resistances
are more likely to drift into neighbour (lower) states more quickly, resulting in
data corruption. This effect is illustrated in Figure 28.
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Error
Drift

Q2

Q1

Figure 28: Some elapsed time after programming a PCM cell as the level for Q2 ,
the state has drifted such that there is some probability for a misinterpretation
as Q1 .
Beginning with some initial resistance R0 , measured at some small elapsed time
t0 after programming the cell at t = 0, the cell resistance after drifting for some
time t < t0 can be modelled as in Equation 8 [57].

Rdrift (t) = R0 ×

!

t
t0

"α

(8)

Also note the α exponent: this variable is different depending on the initial
state (and thus resistance) Therefore, this models the different drift speed
between states. For t0 = 1 s, the drift variables can be seen in Table 5 together
with a plot for t = 2a s of the second and third states in Figure 29. As both
the programming outcome and the drifting exponent is different from one cell
to another, the drifting uses a normal distributed model. The µ and σ variables
for R represents the ranges for target resistances after programming a PCM,
while the µ and σ variables for α represents the mean and deviation for the
drifting exponent – in other words: the range of how much the state in some
cell is expected to drift over time.
Storage levels

Data

Q3
Q2
Q1
Q0

11
10
01
00

log10 R
σ R σR
3.0
4.0
1
6
5.0
6.0

α
σα
0.001
0.02
0.06
0.10

σα
0.4 · µα

Table 5: Variables of a four-level cell PCM for t0 = 1 s. Data taken from Yeo et
al [38].
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Figure 29: Error probability over time since programming some PCM cell. Plot
generated with data taken from Yeo et al [38].
Knowing about this behavior, there are a few things that one may point out in
order to construct an error model for PCM. First of all, Q3 has a very small
drift exponent α, compared to the other states and will therefore not likely be
drifting into the next state over reasonable time. Furthermore, while having a
large drift exponent, the Q0 state is already at the highest level of resistance –
any drift will therefore not cause corruption. The conclusion from this is that
only the Q1 and Q2 states are the ones that really may show drifting effects.
Storing precise data using the Q0 and Q3 states is both safe and has good
retention, especially for a main- or higher level cache memory.
The implementation from this result is that approximate data may drift
differently over time depending on which state they are initially and the time
spent since the data was written into that cell. Injected errors may occur
pairwise on binary data:
• 00 and 11 states are regarded as stable.
• 10 may drift into 01
• 01 may drift into 00
As the drifting rate decreases over time, errors are assumed to not occur again
in the same cell if that data has already been compromised. However, if the
same data is written elsewhere, this data may naturally continue to see drifting
effects there as well. Worst case is thus if data started as 10 and then drifts
twice in different cells:
drift

drift

(9)

10 −−−→ 01 −−−→ 00

C.2

Simulation results

The simulation of PCM behavior is done using the same probability for errors
over time as shown in Figure 29. The chosen application for simulation was
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“image fill”, as this may conveniently also produce a visually comparable output.
In order to see how the outcome may change over different runs, 100 different
simulations were run.
The results were that for all 100 simulations, there were a 100% output
correctness, counting both for absolute value comparisons and comparisons
with a 5% value deviation. Additional output gives that:
• Max time for approximate data was 15.7 seconds
• Avg. time for approximate data was 1.1 seconds
• The error probability for a Q2 state is computed as negligible for ≤ 2
seconds and 7.45e-4% for 16 seconds.
• The error probability for a Q1 state is computed as 5.85e-6% for ≤ 2
seconds and 0.28% for 16 seconds.
One may thus draw the conclusion that the average error probability for the
most error prone Q1 state matches the conditions for an error constant of 107
in a worst case run. An example of this can be seen in Figure 27a in
Appendix B. Note that such an occasion also yields bit flips of more
deterministic forms, i.e., not random bit flips. Even at a worst case probability,
i.e., a Q1 state after roughly 16 seconds, the fault might even not be noticeable.
Furthermore, this is also computed on a millisecond scale – a real simulation
will drastically decrease the error probability further.
A typical image fill output while simulating with the described PCM error
model can be seen in Figure 30, matching a fully precise output.

Figure 30: Results from simulating the image fill operation using the PCM error
model.
As PCM has fairly fast read/write time, PCM might be an interesting topic for
further investigations as, e.g., main memory technology.
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